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Week One - Phenomenological Precedents to Ethnomethodology

(Seminar 1) Edmund Husserl - Definition of phenomenology; Objectivation and Intersubjectivity (10:30 am-2 pm Feb 18)


Edmund Husserl, *Formal and Transcendental Logic*, The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1969, pp. 117-119 and 124-25 (i.e. Sections 42 f&g, 43 b (iii)).


(Seminar 2) Martin Heidegger - Definition of phenomenology; Openness; and Attunement (10:30 am-2 pm Feb 19)


(Seminar 3) Maurice Merleau-Ponty – “The Intertwining – The Chiasm” (Feb 20)

Week Two - Ethnomethodological Research

(Seminar 1) - Communication and Objectivation in Everyday Social Interaction  
(10:30 am-2 pm Feb 23)

An introduction to ethnomethodological analysis will be given, including a review of its key concepts and terms.

Participants will read carefully two chapters from Harold Garfinkel’s 2002, and we will go through the chapters paragraph by paragraph.


(Seminar 2) – The Accountable Nature of Intersubjective Life  
(10:30 am-2 pm Feb 24)

“Accountability” refers to the practical work of a group of actors concerned to find a way to organize themselves so that their practical tasks can proceed in an orderly manner, and so that all of the participants can recognize just what that local orderliness is. In all social settings, parties continuously offer each other ‘accounts’ of what they are doing; once these accounts are offered, they can be accepted, rejected, or amended. Local activities then proceed under the authority of the account as it is spoken and heard. This creates social order, and persons undertake activities not only for the sake of accomplishing the task at hand but also with an abiding orientation to the work of producing and maintaining a social orderliness, which will facilitate their cooperative accomplishing of the task at hand. The enduring attention paid to developing these orderlinesses and to keeping them comprehensible is referred to as “the accountability” of any local occasion.


(Lecture) – “Professional Methods for Making Coffee Taste Descriptors Objective”  (5 pm Feb 25)  [in Spanish]

(Seminar 3) - The Reflexivity of Understanding  (10:30 am-2 pm Feb 26)

“Reflexivity” is one of the most important notions in ethnomethodology, and it differs somewhat from the talk of reflexivity that one finds in anthropology and philosophy (including Bourdieu). What is meant here is not the capacity to observe one’s own presuppositions in the creation of ethnographic description. Rather, the reflexive ways
that ordinary people passively understand their world in everyday settings is the target for ethnomethodological research here.

While phenomenological insights into the projection of meaning-structures onto experience (mostly the contributions of Husserl, Heidegger, and Merleau-Ponty) inform these inquiries, ethnomethodology exceeds the 'constitutive idealism' and the individualism of phenomenology by observing just-how events organize themselves in ways that outstrip rational and deliberate controls. Reflexivity is a natural phenomenon that was discovered when ethnomethodologists attended closely to how people actually act and think in the world. Ethnomethodological research does not proceed by the researchers imposing their favored theoretical concepts upon the phenomena being studied; rather, the objective is to disclose, identify, and describe the schema of understanding and the practices that people themselves are using for making situations coherent.


(Seminar 4) – Studying Objectivation Practices (10:30 am-2 pm Feb 27)

Although thinking is often considered to be the activity only of individuals, a great deal of thinking is a public activity and takes place in concert with others. In order for people to concert their thinking together, they must convert their reflection into thought-objects that can be witnessed, understood, shared, and adopted by others. This interactive work of coordinating words, meanings, and understandings is called “intersubjective,” and intersubjective inquiry has been a focus of the philosophical tradition known as phenomenology. Ethnomethodology has extended phenomenological analysis in new ways in light of discoveries made during its investigations of the ordinary world.

Harold Garfinkel has said that affairs are self-organizing, and he has recommended that we turn our attention to the neglected practical objectivity of social facts as they operate in a course of events because these practical objectivities are the tools with which these events set up their orderlinesses. I elucidate these practical objectivities by outlining an arational, collaborative model of objectivation practices that respects the local myopia of participants who are engaged in developing organizational matters, immanent affairs where much of the thinking is a public activity.